
Haunted Nursery 3 A Daddopon’s
Colorful Masqurade

Prologue: Ryn Myme Waltz’s into the World

I find myself waking up while standing in a bizarre pose how
troubling underneath me are my suitcases i then remembered what i
needed to do i took a deep breath flipped off my makeshift stand and

suddenly i heard clapping i looked around and saw that an audience had
gathered around me i quickly grabbed my bags and ran off i began
searching for a place to set up shop and i stumbled upon an abandoned
building that was about to be condemned i rushed inside and walked

around there was broken glass everywhere with a little Sprucing up this
place can become a perfect home



I open one of my suitcases releasing my Partner Mona she floats
around for second before fixing up the place within minutes the

dilapidated walls start to fill with various colors the shattered Mirrors
remake themselves revealing vacant rooms on the other side i walk into one
of them and i summon my Paint Brush Rod and with a wave of my
rod the entire room starts to fill with shades of Green with depictions of

Frogs scattered around

The room was very cute but i wasn’t feeling it so with another wave of
my rod i changed the room to shades of blue then i gave the room a cute
rain cloud and flower theme and i felt a calm yet slight mellon collie
aura it was perfect i then started to craft the furniture i carefully carved
each one from mystical clay taking extra care to add some loving detail
unlike most Daddopon i prefer to craft all of my furniture by hand

instead of using magic to me when you craft it you take better care of it i
made fifteen cribs four changing tables two playpens three baby swings
bouncers suspended from the ceiling baby gym chairs and several walkers



With the furniture out of the way i left the room i then painted the
frame of the mirror i gave it a blue moon design before leaving my
Partner was busy shifting around the Domain the Mirrors were
slowly being moved to a hidden room and as this was happening i was
filling my Domain with art i had made from my time as a Pupil i
had made sculptures paintings tapestries and other forms of art

I decided to add a cafe to my Domain all the better for luring in the
Mortals of this world with the front room set up i went to the hall of
mirrors i designed each Nursery with a set emotion in mind one room
was all yellow and had a sunny day and amusement park theme this
was going to be the sunshine room next we had an all red room with a
volcano and dinosaur theme and lastly we had a green room with a frog

and jungle theme

I loved these Nurseries so much their were four mirrors still left vacant
i chose to make one a bathroom next i made a day room where everyone
could socialize i would find a purpose for the other two rooms eventually



With the Nurseries all set up i took myself to my crafting room and
began making toys for each room i may have spent five days devoted to
the task i built so many action figures so many dolls toy cars trains and
Plushies and even though i was hurting from the mind numbing task i

did so with a smile

When the task was complete i put all the toys in the appropriate rooms
i then rested for several hours before walking around inspecting things but
then i realized the most important part of my work making uniforms i
had my partner make a sewing room on the upper floor and then i

decided to use some of my powers i took a Rag doll from my pocket
and i created a sewing machine that sews on it’s own i told the machine
to make blue and white onesies in the style of a Pierrot these outfits

were leg less but they had the iconic three dots on the chest and i thought
to myself do i want to incorporate the iconic stupid pointed hat and i said
of course i giggled to myself as my sewing machine went to work i told
her to make the same exact outfit but pink and white i also chose

matching booties the only difference would be that the girls would be
wearing bonnets



Next i think i should tell all of you that i was made with a nightmare
heart so half of my powers are based around manipulating fear it’s

horrid and i’m a little ashamed of it but i have to do what i have to do i
told Mona to watch over things as i traveled around the city using the
speed of darkness a method that is ten times faster than the speed of light
as i traveled through the city i got a good look at the mortals there were
Spirits and humans with whip like tails that had bells on the tip and
they had the ears of mice i listened in on a conversation that described

these people as Church Mice and apparently there was another country
home to anthropomorphic Dolphins

This World was certainly colorful in diversity that is after so long i
found what i was looking for a therapist's office and so many people
were preparing for work it was still so early in the day so there was
barely any light so i used the my powers to consume the entire building
in shadow i then visited every therapist and i used their worst fears

against them needless to say i had fun i then appeared before them in a
monstrous form and i gave them two options then i vanished as quickly as

i came



With my cards set on the table i just had to wait and put on a good
facade as a generous and caring Gallerist

En� of Prologu�

Episode 1: Curious children in the Gallery

Ronn�’� POV

My fiance and I had gotten up early to go to this new art Gallery
it’s been around for awhile and my Fiance have always wanted to see
it i’m just going for the Cafe and to please my future wife she is a

massive art buff she studied all the great artists so as we get off the bus
we start walking into the Gallery and it’s interesting the outside is

completely monochromatic but also stylish



Lisa turned to me and said “oh my the outside looks interesting i can’t
wait to look inside” Lisa took my hand and led me inside we paid our
entry fee and we walked inside and this whole gallery was so exotic and
in the middle of the entryway was a strange man dressed in black and
white and doing some strange performance and the crowd was eating it
up Lisa said she wanted a closer look and i walked towards the Cafe
to my surprise the entire cafe was completely automated i went to a
machine and put in my credits and got a sweetened iced coffee i took a

sip and it was heavenly like a pure taste of heaven

When i finished my coffee i went to find Lisa she was still over by
that strange performer i don’t think i’ve ever seen a performance like this it
was kinda creepy but Lisa was deeply entranced i was talking to Lisa
on how weird i thought this performance was but then there was a loud
gasp coming from the members of the crowd Lisa and I looked up
and saw that the performer was standing straight up and pointing at us
with a weird expression i could sense that Lisa was feeling freaked out

so we went deeper into the Gallery



As we walked off we could feel the gaze of the Performer still locked
onto us when we were out of sight we finally started to take a breath
“Lisa are you ok” i asked “i’m fine Ron just a little spooked i guess

can we just enjoy the art?”

I nodded my head we started to walk around the Gallery admiring
the art we saw beautiful paintings some were depicting places and

creatures that i’ve never seen before we traveled deeper into the Gallery
and eventually we stopped seeing other people we were all alone

We tried to circle back from where we came and we saw the Performer
again staring at us we tried another way and we still ended up in front
of the Performer this time he was smiling with his head cocked this was
getting too freaky we tried to run in any other direction and as we ran
we saw that the Paintings depicted eyes all of them looking directly at
us we then saw the Performer again only a few feet in front of us he
starts to get on all fours and break into a sprint and i told Lisa to run



I quickly shot a fireball at the performer he dodged out of the way i
tried firing several bolts of fire at the performer then he was right in front

of me and i was tackled to the ground and everything went dark

The last thing I heard was Lisa scream…

Lis�’� POV

I woke up from a terrifying nightmare i tried to sit up but i found that
there was a strap around my upper body and then i realized that i was
completely naked i started to call out for help but then i looked over and
sawMy Fiance he was out cold in the same position as me i started
to call out for anyone to help me then i saw him the Performer but this



time he was wearing a black and white striped shirt with strange
gauntlets on his arms he was wearing tight black pants his figure was
incredibly muscular he would actually be hot if the circumstances were
different he came over to me and i started to squirm and scream he looked
to me with his gentle eyes and smiled softly putting a finger to his lips

without speaking a word

For some reason i wanted to be good for him i calmed down and the
man clapped his hands the man pulled out a drawer from under the table
and i quickly saw that he had a diaper i was starting to freak out but

the man put his hand on my stomach rubbing it a few times

This action calmed me down and i decided to let this happen the man
then proceeded to pamper me by rubbing powder and baby oil into me i
smiled slightly and giggled as this was very ticklish i couldn’t help

myself the man then pulled out a paci and put it in my maw i just held it
there i didn’t really know what to do with it the man then proceeded to
lift my legs up and place the pamp underneath me and then he tapped it

up the man then unstrapped me and held me in his arms



The man held me so lovingly and he was so warm he smelled like
lavender and ice cream it was so soothing but i had to ask what was

happening to me the man then took me to a couch and he sat me on it the
man then gave me a stern look and pointed to me then the floor and then
he walked off i think he was telling me to stay put and like before i

wanted to be a good girl for him why though

I saw the man walk through some sort of Mirror and i felt safe
enough to get up and try to free my Fiance i ran over to him and i
tried everything i could to unbind him i even used my wind magic to try

and break the binds but they just bounced off

Whatever that man was he had strong powers i tried to wake Ron up
but no matter what i did Ron wouldn’t wake up i started to get

worried then i felt someone lift me up under my armpits i turned around
and saw the man i was expecting him to be mad or angry but instead he

held me close and smiled kissing my head

The man took me back to the couch and dressed me in the clothing that
were waiting there the outfit was kinda cute i guess but i hated the bonnet



The man smiled at me and he completed the look by putting booties on
my feet the Man then picked me up and took me through the mirror
and i was surprised to see an all blue room with rain clouds and flowers

This room was cute the man then placed me in a playpen and then
handed me a bottle with some strange glowing liquid inside it i was

incredibly hesitant about this drink but the man hasn’t done anything to
harm me so i gave the contents a try i suckled a little bit on the bottle
and it made my green hair swirl a bit that means i’m happy i slowly
started to suckle down on the contents of the Bottle i then looked up at
the Man who looked as if he were giggling but no sound came out

The Man then started to walk away and i decided to look around
their were several toys scattered around each one looked cool i started to
play with them it was kinda fun many of the toys reminded me of the
toys i played with when i was a simple wisp but i wasn’t wearing

clothing like this i wasn’t even wearing an undergarment so this is all so
strange



After awhile i started to grow worried i didn’t want to be alone i stood
up and tried to climb over the gate but for some reasons my legs

wouldn’t budge it was like they were solid stone with no luck i fell to the
floor and started to get paranoid that i was going to be trapped here i
started to whine uncontrollably until I burst into tears The Man
then came back and he was holding Ron who was still out cold the
man placed Ron in one of the cribs then he came over to me and picked
me up in a way this man kinda reminded me of my Grandfather my
Dad ran out on me and my mom but my Grandfather took me and
my mom in and he was so kind and caring to me he treated me like a

princess and i got that same feeling from this man

Even though he never made a sound he was gentle and kind he’s so
soothing the man was rocking side to side and he held me on his shoulder
and i closed my eyes and whispered “Dada…” i felt the man start to
tense up and then a wave of relief washes over him but this man is

Dada and he is so very warm

The next thing a bottle was placed in my mouth and the contents were
just as good as ever but there was a taste similar to honey i loved it all



the same the next thing i felt before slipping off into dreamland was being
placed in soft bed

Ronn�’� POV

I woke up in a crib dressed in some incredibly stupid clothes and i
soon realized that i was wearing a full diaper i felt so disgusted then i
heard Lisa’s voice i looked over and saw the man playing with her and
she was dressed the same as me the Man then looked over at me and
waved he then picked up Lisa and took her over to a table and then he
came over to me he must have smelled my mess because he waved his hand
in front of his nose he then picked me up and i immediately started to
Struggle this was weird the man then rubbed my back in a way that
reminded me of something the soothing circles instantly calmed down and
let the man take me to the table once on the table straps wrapped around

my upper chest and the man reached under the table



“You ok Ron?” Lisa asked “i think so but who is this guy and why
are we even here” The man then proceeded to open Lisa’s diaper and
started to wipe her down with a lot of giggles in her voice she said “this

is Daddy and i guess this is our new home”

“Lisa we have a home and why haven’t you used your powers to tear
this guy apart” Lisa then started to get powdered and though she had
settled down she was somehow still enjoying it then a new diaper was

tapped onto her

“Well Ron maybe once you get cleaned up you’ll understand why i
want to stay” The Man then turned to me and he flashed a

welcoming smile then he rubbed my stomach it slightly tickled the man
then started to undo the diaper’s tapes i planned to burn him with my fire
but the man carefully started to wipe me down it felt weird at first but

after a few seconds i started to feel relaxed

Usually you would think that this level of care would you know excite
a man but i felt the complete opposite the man then threw the used pamp



away and started to rub baby powder and oil into my parts it was
refreshing and it did feel nice this level of care seemed so unreal the man
then tapped a new Diaper onto me and with a soft pat on my fresh
pamp i giggled a bit the Man then picked both me and Lisa up

We then started walking towards the toys and he started to play with
us the man played tag with us and when we took flight he was able to
keep up with us the man was so nice he even let us nap in the same crib
my wife and i held each other close as the man tucked us in the last thing
he did was push pacifiers into our maws and i started sucking on it

almost instantly

As i suckled on the paci i felt so safe here i guess this is our home now
and things will be ok as long as Daddy’s here too look after us i

started to fall asleep and the lights dimmed down

i went to dream land with no regrets…



Ry�’� POV

Today marked my first successful adoption both Lisa and Ron are
two adorable babs i absolutely love them as i straighten up the room i
walk out to the Gallery and my Partner is cleaning and prepping for
the next opening i take my seat atop my stand and prepare for the next

set of babs to walk through my door way

I stand motionless waiting

End of Episode



Episode 2: A Family that stays together
Regresses Together

My name is Samson my grandfather is taking my family to protest
an art exhibit and honestly i just want to stay in bed but when you live
in a family of strict conservative Church Mice that isn’t an option there
are currently five of us my grandfather Erin my dad Dante my older
brother Luther and my younger brother Rowan myMother left due
to my dad’s abusive treatment and now he takes his aggressions out on
me and my brothers sometimes my grandfather even helps out once weir
all dressed in our usual uniforms we march towards The Phantasia

Art Gallery

We start to hold our picket signs and shout and yell after doing this
for an hour i noticed that Rowan had walked off i looked behind me
and saw Rowan walking into the Gallery with some stranger dressed
in black and white i dropped my sign and ran after him and soon
enough all of us went inside when we got inside there was this massive

party or something because there were these blazing lights



It was electric in here and my head started to hurt eventually i was
able to separate from the crowd and find a way into a hall with a
moment to catch my breath before calling out to my brother but then i
started to hear singing i followed the voice until i found a painting of my
Mother she was dressed in a beautiful dress holding me in her arms

I started to tear up because i missed her and i wished she took me with
her suddenly the picture began to give off radiant light but then i saw my
Mother walking down the corridor and i chased after her but she was
always several feet ahead of me eventually i saw her standing in front of
a mirror giving off a golden glow i ran to her and she held me she felt

so warm

Then my vision completely faded



Eri�’� POV

Once i separated from those damned heathens i began looking for my
family the art on these walls depicted sights and images that should never
be displayed and as i traveled i saw paintings that depicted me as a child
and as i went further the paintings showed me being battered and abused
by my father then i saw a sculpture of me holding the head of a woman

and a plaque below it read:

“AMonster born of hate and spewing religious lies” i was growing
furious this was nonsense i’m a good man i traveled down the halls some
more until i found a mannequin holding up a sign that said “i’ll tell

everyone what you did”

At this point I started to panic looking around the room and yelling
“who’s doing this you have nothing on me!” and then i turned around
and saw my first love Selenia she smiled at me before transforming into
some sort of Demon i fell to my knees and started running then more of
them started to appear they cornered me their claws primed to tear me

apart they pounced and i fainted from fear



I awoke in a strange room it was round and felt like it was made of
clay there was no way out as far as i could see but then the top opened
and i saw a strange man looming over me simply staring down at me his
face showed no sign of expression i told him to get me out of here he then
vanished water filled the room and a large ball was placed inside before
the room was shrouded in darkness once again i think i sat in that small
room for hours until it started to get hot and then the large ball started
to dissolve and the water started to change color it became a bright shade
of blue and bubbles started to form suddenly steam clouded the room and
i couldn’t see the fumes in this room were also intoxicating and yet so

peaceful

It felt like i was in here for hours and eventually i lost track of time
and i fell asleep the water was so comfortable when i woke up i found
myself on some sort of table i could quickly tell that i was restrained i
looked to my side and saw my son and two of my grandsons The man
then came into my field of vision he smiled at me and then he presented a
Mirror to my face and i saw that i was 30 years younger i screamed

how could this be possible



The man smiled softly and put his finger to my lips i was scared this
man then put a pacifier into my mouth and strangely enough i happily
started to suckle on it the man then left to go to the rest of my family i
started to wave my tail to make my bell chime to wake up my family the
man looked to my tail and then threw a sphere at my tail causing no
sound to escape i sighed and just laid there after a while i heard
Rowans voice The man then moved out of sight and then i heard

Rowan giggling at this point i was only concerned with getting out of
here at this point my family can stay in this hell i have to focus on

spreading the good word

The Man then came back and proceeded to pamper my family it was
absolutely ungodly the man then came to me and started to pamper me
and like hell i was letting that Happen i spit out the pacifier and

started to scream and kick and squirm not giving the man the opportunity
the Man sighed and lifted my leg and swatted my exposed ass with a

swat that stung like a blazing hot iron paddle



The man only smacked me twice but that was enough to get me to stop
i let the man perform his perversion on me when he was finished he had a
cocky smile on his face as he looked down on me then he left and came
back with strange blue and white clothing and after he dressed me in it
the man left again but then he returned from the opposite side and

unstrapped me and carried me away i tried to push myself away but the
man holding me swatted my thigh and that kept me where i am i was
then taken to an all red Nursery with a Volcano and Dinosaur

theme

The man then placed me in a bouncer hanging from the ceiling and then
smiled before walking off i instantly tried to get out of the bouncer the
bouncing started to make me feel helpless i unintentionally started to
whine and then the man came back with a bottle and started to offer
anything i could for my freedom the man then shoved the bottle into my
mouth and held it there i tried to spit it out but the man held it close and
squeezed it and the contents tasted horrible a mixture of fiber fruits and
milk it was absolutely awful but no matter how hard i tried i couldn’t



spit it out i had to suffer this detestable slop when i was done the man
walked away he left me here for hours

After a floating Mirror appeared before me it was showing some
infantile cartoons but then a figure appeared it was The God of order
and then the next thing i knew my God was slain and words appeared
saying “Your God has Abandoned you” i was then lifted up by my
armpits and taken to a table the man started to spank me repeatedly over
and over again each strike was worse then the last and i started to

defecate into my diaper causing the swats to get worse and worse the man
then stopped and placed me on my back and started to change me i had
to look away when it was over i was put back on my stomach and a
bottle was forced into my mouth i drank it all down and then i was
burped then the spanking started all over again and somehow it was

worse

How can this be?



Rowa�’� POV

I was sitting in the playpen with Lisa and Ronny they were telling
about the man they called Daddy he seemed nice and in all honesty i
did submit willingly being in a Diaper is kinda comforting in a way
Lisa and Ronny were really fun too the room we were in was all
white and it was ok but i was worried for my family when i saw my
Grandfather get taken away i felt so relieved i prayed that i wouldn’t be
with him he was an incredibly cruel man i was glad i could avoid his ire

but my brothers felt the full brunt of his lectures

The Man then came over to us and started checking Ronny and
Lisa then he moved to me i took a deep breath and let him check my
pamp unsurprisingly it was clean The man seemed a little surprised i
then spoke up and said “um i’m a little thirsty” The Man then
started to laugh but no sound came out then he made a gesture like he

was saying “how silly of me”



The man then stood up straight and created a bottle in his hand and
then he gave it to me i then began to suckle on it the bottle tasted like
blueberry soda it was so sweet the Man then patted my head before
returning to my family after a bit a clone of the same man who was
keeping us here came in he still had the same look but instead of black
and white stripes this one had blue and white stripes on his shirt he smiled
and waved at the three of us and Ronny and Lisa seemed excited to see
him i guess this blue one was their caretaker the blue clone then let Lisa
out of the pen and she quickly jumped onto his back and wrapped her
arms around his neck and her legs around his waist then he effortlessly
picked up Ronny in one hand and grabbed me in the other as we were
walking towards the blue mirror i took one last look at my family before
everything went white and i was in an all blue nursery and the art on the
walls was moving the smiling rain clouds were dropping rain drops the

blue flowers were slowly dancing

This place was kinda chill i then noticed Ron was placed in a baby
walker and Lisa was placed in a baby chair with a play arch attached

to it i was still being held by the man he smiled at me



The man then held me in a way that made me feel so safe he then took
me too a bunch of toys and began to play with me i was still hesitant
about this but the man was very patient and understanding he took his
time i eventually started to play superheroes with him and it was the best
time i ever had before my whole life was fasting praying and chores but

now things feel safe

As i was playing tag with the man i stopped dead in my tracks i just
noticed that i was peeing myself and suddenly i started to hear voices
teasing me and mocking me i started to have a panic attack but the man
appeared behind me and put his hand on my shoulder he then smiled

softly picking me up and giving me a hug the laughter slowly started to
fade but i could swear that i heard some sort of action happening but

something just told me not to move

Then everything went foggy the next thing i knew i was on a changing
table the man currently working on fixing my accident when it was all
over the man held me close and gave me the best hug ever i smiled and

nuzzled into his neck and i started to nap



Luther’� POV

I was starting to stir from the best night’s sleep i’ve ever had i then
realized that i was wearing something super cuddly i had to be dreaming
because whatever felt good i couldn’t help but curl up whatever this dream
was i’m going to enjoy it i never get to sleep in when i’m awake it’s
always morning mass and horrible lectures after a few minutes i feel
myself being picked up i open my eyes and see a man he’s smiling his
face is completely white he’s wearing a yellow Beret and a white and
yellow striped shirt with yellow pants he smiles and hugs me he feels so
warm and nice this must be some dream the man then gives my ass a
squeeze i flinch at the action and the man moves to rub my back and i
start to relax again the man then takes me over to cozy part of the room
with a lot of plushies and sits me on the ground he walks away to do
something so i look around the plushies seem pretty inviting so i start
playing with them i then take notice of my outfit i’m wearing a yellow
teddy sleeper with a hood mmm it’s really nice it’s like being wrapped in
a heated blanket but it’s always on i try to stand but it’s a little difficult

so end up crawling and the plushies are equally as warm so nice



TheMan then came back he smiled and knelt down and outstretched
his arms towards me i crawled into his arms and he hugged me i felt so
happy then he started to tickle me and i started laughing it felt so nice

who was this guy?

The man then picked me up and brought me over to a father chair and
he put a bottle to my lips i opened my mouth hesitantly and began to
drink from it and it tasted like birthday cake ice cream it was so sweet
the man then started to nuzzle into me and he made me feel so relaxed i
didn’t think it was possible for me to feel this way so secure and safe i
started to realize that this entire experience wasn’t a dream and i was
happy knowing that right now i’m safe and loved and i hope this never

ends

Samso�’� POV



I woke up from a peaceful dream i then realized that i was being held i
looked to the man and he had a calm expression on his face he was also
wearing a green beret and green and white striped shirt he smiled at me
and i was a little creeped out the man then placed me in a playpen and
walked off then i saw my Dad he seemed bored i scooted closer to him

and he seemed happy to see me

“Glad to see that you’ve woken up son” i smiled and said “hi Dad do
you know where the others are” Dad simply sighed and said “well
Sam in all honesty i hope your grandfather is dead and as for your
brothers they’re safe and well cared for” i had a curious look on my face
and then Dad pointed to the man and said “their are other copies of him
roaming around whatever this place is and he takes good care of me so i
know your brothers are in good hands” Dad then looked to his crotch
and started to whine the man then came over and my Dad reached up

to him and then he took him over to a table

then the man brought my Father back and he hugged me for the first
time “Sam i’m sorry for what i did to you and your brothers your



Grandfather had such a hold over me when i was younger i wasn’t just
abused i was put through so much worse as a kid and your Grandfather
could still do those things to me so even though i hated it i was forced to

hurt you and your brothers and for that i am so sorry”

All this time i thought my Dad was heartless but hearing about what
he went through made me feel better i smiled and hugged back my Dad
and i started to play together and eventually the man joined in and he
was really fun to be with this place was really great and i’m happy i
can spend this time with my Dad it’s so nice The man placed me in a
walker and my Dad was placed in a bouncer and even though it was
infantile the simplicity was somewhat relaxing and almost soothing

Then the man carried me and my Dad through a large green mirror
and we were taken to a large white room and i saw my my brothers and



two other people we all got to talk about our day and thankfully the
only one not here was my Grandfather this place was really neat their
were tons of toys activities and there was a man here as well he was
wearing black and white he seemed more friendlier and active then the

other clones he actually did tricks cartwheels juggling and other amazing
tricks

It was so much fun and soon the other clones joined in it was the best
show i’ve ever seen we all cheered we were in awe then when the show
ended all the clones spent their time doting on us they were all so loving
and so careful the Yellow one gave the warmest hugs and cuddles and
he was the best tickler by a mile the Blue one was so comforting when
he would cradle us we felt so sleepy but at the same time he was the best
to nap with the Green one was the best to play with he was full of

energy he loved playing tag



The Red one was the most loving he gave us kisses and showed us so
much affection the white and back one seemed to be balanced in all traits

either way this is the best place ever so full of joy and nurturing

I almost cried due to all this joy

=============
========

Dant�’� POV

I was so tired after everything that happened today the show the games
and all the hugs and kisses this was the only day where my sons and i
got to spend time with each other in a positive way and it was nice and
looking around the room it seemed everyone was tired it was at this time
that the clones started to pass out pillows and blankets for us they tucked
us in and the carpet was so fluffy like sleeping on a cloud then some



music began to play it was a women singing the voice was angelic and
serene

It was a dream come true i think i can get used to being small and
being babied after a few seconds i fell asleep curling up with my tail
when i woke up i was back in the green room and i think i used my
pamp again i started to whine and fuss and sure enough the man

appeared and he picked me up and took me to get changed as i was laid
down on the table i let out a gentle coo and i saw the man chuckle

without making a sound

I blushed the man then undid the snaps to my onesie and started to
change me i smiled and let daddy go to work when i was clean and re
diapered i smiled the man then redid my onesie and i was picked up and
cradled and then i was given a bottle the others were given bottles that
were a distinct taste in the green room our bottles tasted like strawberry
smoothies i love these i smiled and drank it all down then i was burped



Daddy happily cuddled me he made me feel so safe i was then placed
back in my crib and i curled up again the man then pushed a paci into

my mouth and i slept peacefully

Ry�’� POV

I have to say these babs are so sweet and pure they have so much
potential so much life i see now why the Nightmares want to feast on
them Erin was never affected by a Nightmare he was a monster all on
his own but a Nightmare could gain so much power from a mortal like
that it’s horrible to think that Mortals can be that twisted but it’s my

job to protect them and that’s what i plan to do

As i finish washing my hands i go to my bookcase and snap my fingers
causing the bookcase to move revealing an all black mirror i walked
inside and enter a room filled with angel statues giving off pure positive
energy and in the middle of this room was four Nightmares cowering



trying to shield themselves a sadistic smile creeps onto my face as i pull a
kitchen knife out of my back pocket

I walk over to them “now then you four degenerates are about to
discover that i am not like my Brothers they would simply destroy you
but i have been given a tasks fromHisHoliness to find out how
you degenerates function and just so you know i will not be gentle”

Then within a flash of light i get to work and yes they did scream and
that didn’t stop me….

End of Episode



Intermission 1.: Crafting with Ryn Myme

My days are relatively calm as of right now i am busy conducting
experiments on the Nightmare hearts they can persist outside the body
how interesting i cut off a small piece of the heart and i inject that small
piece with a small dose of liquified positive energy the reaction is amazing
the small piece starts to change color from black to a bright orange truly
interesting i take the essence from the Nightmare Heart and i place it
in a bowl and i introduce Positive energy into the concoction and i get
the same result this bright orange substance i introduce it to a small rat
and interestingly the rat begins to morph into a small humanoid creature
he’s smaller than my palm and as you would expect he is in an newborn
stage but this is interesting i’m going to refer to this substance as Yume

after a few more experiments



I discover that Yume has interesting properties when exposed to living
organisms it changes them into something more akin to myself and those
organisms exposed to Yume have the capability to use powers and

abilities reserved only for higher beings

Also when Yume is triggered by certain stimuli it’s form will change to
gas liquid crystal etcetera my conclusion is that Yume could be used for

a variety of purposes but more research will be needed

After jotting all this down i sent the information to HisHoliness i
start to clean up and store my specimens away and provide them with

food

Then i start washing my hands after that i relax in my room i sit on
the couch and try to relax i’m tired even though this is my own little
pocket Dimension maintaining it does take a bit of a toll it’s mainly
due to my replicas it’s an easy task to create them but i always



struggled with maintaining them i’ve had this problem since my days as
a pupil in the Abby but it should get easier in time anyway

I start to nap for a bit and when i wake up i decide to spend time
with my little ones in truth i spent three hours with them well i left Erin

alone his new life style is a delicate one that should be left alone

As the days go on i start to capture more babs the orientation is getting
a little easier with the addition of the show i have my two purple

Replicas do to help lower the tension but when i get the letter saying
that i have gone up to Daddopon Rank 2 the gloves seem to come off

upgrade�

1. Stamin�/Man� Pill�
2.Tw� Jester Crown�
3.New To� Design�
4. Beas� Tamer’� tool�
5.Regressio� Assistan�



6.S� PP (Partner Point�)

With these tools i’ll be able to do so much more ho ho ho ho

End of intermission

Episode 3: The Caretakers Grin & Chuckle

Hey my name is Fin i’m a Water elemental i work as a freelance
Dancer and today i start a new job at this very Popular Art Gallery
that’s been flying off the charts in terms of reviews i just finished putting
on my garb the type of dance i do is more akin to belly dancing mixed
with ballet it’s become popular i then put some normal clothes on top of it

Then i make my way to the train the Gallery is in the Business
district witch is a little odd since the Business District is really meant
for employment but i guess that makes the Gallery stand out when i get



off the train i start following the directions on my Fairy Orb i finally
arrive an hour before the show can start and i meet two strange

individuals they are wearing strange outfits and seem to be wearing
similar mask one mask has a bright smile on the face and the other has a

laughing expression they both bow and say

“Greetings oh Cherished one i am the quiet careful and overly soothing
Grin” one said the other then jumped into the air and said in a booming

voice

“and i am the loud protective and extremely big hearted Chuckle we will
be performing with you today oh Cherished one” I gave out an

awkward laugh these two seemed weird but harmless at least the two then
led me to the set up stage and they took time to get ready i was a little
nervous this was a big crowd and it was very intimidating but the pay
would be worth it and i could really promote myself i started to undress



into my attire and i tied my long hair into a ponytail interesting fact
since i’m a Water Elemental my hair is made of pure water and i can

extend or retract it with ease or use it as a weapon

But enough of that in a matter of minutes the curtains rise and it is
show time the music is just right and i begin to dance and all of a

sudden Grin and Chuckle jump onto the stage and they have spears that
is concerning but still the show must go on

MyMovements start to sync with the rhythm of the music it gets
faster and faster i slowly start to get tired and then i’m suddenly falling
and the last thing i hear is Confetti cannons and Applause then my

vision goes dark

=========================
=====================

��’� POV



I wake up on a soft surface it feels so gentle but i start to hear voices
they seem really fun i start to open my eyes and i see an all white ceiling
then i hear a familiar voice “oh looks like our Cherished one is waking
up oh joyous” i sit up and see a women with an all white and orchid
pink hair she is wearing some sort of face paint i recognize her strange
pink and pastel blue clothing could this girl be Grin? She comes up to

me and smiles

As she gets closer i start to scoot back towards the wall and i launch a
bolt of water at her and she just moves out of the way i was a little

scared my attacks were almost faster than bullets Grin gets closer and i
start throwing more attacks but then a sudden scared expression starts to
form and she backs off then another weirdo appears through a mirror he
looks to Grin who starts apologizing and he just stares at her angrily

with his arms crossed

Grin then sighs and walks through the same mirror the Weirdo then
turns to me and smiles gently and seeing his smile is actually pretty



calming it’s interesting the weirdo’s expression slowly changes 1st he has
an apologetic look then a relieved look and then an expression of joy the
man then looks to the Mirror he came through and then Grin came
back she seemed to be dressed in a strange yet somehow normal dress
Chuckle comes through too he seems to be wearing a strange suit it
kinda looks the same as the first outfit i saw him in the two then bow

again they seem a lot calmer now it’s kinda relaxing

“Hello Fin allow us to introduce ourselves in a more gentle and
proper manner I am Grin the Jester of Smiles and this is my

Twin Chuckle the Jester of Laughter and this place is Spiegelwelt
the Inner Sanctum of The Einfarbiger Palast” Grin said

I started to hold my knees close to my chest Chuckle explained the rest
apparently i’m here to be cared for like a baby Church Mouse huh i
thought for a moment before agreeing it could be worth a few laughs the
Weirdo who stood between us stepped aside and let Grin and Chuckle
come over i just now realized that i was sitting on a changing table



Grin smiled and started to undress me she started with my shirt and then
my shoes and pants then i was just in my underwear and Grin laid me
down onto the soft padding Grin then removed my underwear and this was
the part that my light blue face started to change to dark indigo Chuckle
then came back with an outfit and a diaper for this part Chuckle stepped in

he seemed more nervous then i was

It got so bad that i had to look away but as i was looking away i felt
everything and this experience was absolutely odd when it was over i sat up
and looked down to the padding it was really weird i usually have to buy
certain types of clothing since my body produces water unwillingly but

somehow this pamp wasn’t a soaking mess but how

“Ok little droplet we still need to get you dressed” Chuckle said Chuckle
then got me dressed in a really strange onesie then Grin picked me up with



Relative ease and they both looked to the Weirdo who gave an approving
nod

Grin and Chuckle then took me through the Mirror into a room that had
furniture like a one room apartment but the walls and ceiling have some sort
of effect where it looks like were in the Garden District’s central Plaza
because their are several flowers and people walking around and the sun is

so clear what kinda place is this

Chuckle laughed and said “looks like our Cherished one is curious about
the room” i nodded my head Chuckle explained that this effect is a reflection
of the outside world it is done through the use of a hidden Gem whatever
that is i started to get hungry and both Grin and Chuckle Laughed they
took me over to a High chair and Grin strapped me in as Chuckle went
off to make the food Grin then started to change her face and even make

accurate sound effects i just crossed my arms and gave an unamused smirk it
was ok nothing great but ok



Grin finally gave up and went for a rather cheap tactic she started tickling
me and i had to say it was pretty fun Chuckle then came over with a plate
of strange muck Chuckle put a spoon full of it to my mouth and knowing
that their was no other option i opened my mouth and to my surprise the
food tasted like banana pudding i ate it happily and i became full somehow
Grin smiled and took me out of the Highchair and she carried me to a
play area and she disappeared into a puff of smoke and reappeared as a cat

we then started to play and it was really fun

As the Days went on i began to enjoy the baby role the only part i hated
was the diaper changes they just seemed so awkward but Grin and Chuckle
were loads of fun and very devoted to me this was a nice way to live and it

made me feel safe

Gri�’� POV



I had just come back from performing for some new charges when i came
into our Gold Prism i saw the cutest thing Chuckle was cradling our

Cherished one in his arms Fin had caught an awful stomach bug and he’s
been throwing up a lot we’ve been so worried i told Ryn about it and he
says to give him Medicine since Chuckle and I don’t possess any

healing abilities so medicine is the next best thing

I walk into the cooking area and i start to prepare a bottle with
Medicine in it and i come over to Chuckle and our little Droplet Fin
reaches for the bottle and i hand it to him and he starts sucking away

Chuckle then stands up and starts swaying side to side

Chuckle and i are the same as Ryn we possess Nightmare Hearts the
only differing factor is that Ryn added a touch of Laughter to our
mixture so in a way Ryn is a true revolutionary he is making strides in
Nightmare Biology research where many Engineers have failed but that

is enough of that

I smile at our Cherished one and then i kiss his head then i check his
adorable pamp when i do this Fin starts to whine but sadly it’s that time



of the day i take Fin to get Changed and then there's a chime meaning
our assistance is needed Chuckle smiles and takes this one and goes through
the Mirror i walk to the changing table and i start to change my little
Droplet and he looks away when i’m finished i smile and blow on his

Tummy causing Fin to laugh

“My Cherished one can i ask you something” i say Fin looked to me
and said “what is it Mama Grin” i smile when i hear the four letter word
and say “me and Chuckle were thinking of getting some more Cherished

ones so it would be like having siblings”

“Well i think it would be nice Mama Grin” Fin replied i smiled and
held my sweet Droplet and said “now my Cherished one it is time for

your nap it’ll give that medicine time to work”

My Cherished one nodded and i took him to the crib and i laid him in it
and i clouded the Gold Prism a bit so he could sleep better i then sang

sweetly i then spent my time people watching



Chuckle and i have a rather interesting way of luring in new charges we
mainly use a whole lot of parlor tricks and a little bit of misdirection Ryn
allows us to travel to other regions of the world in order to catch our
charges Ryn is also thinking about creating other cast members maybe
some Strong Arms Acrobats or maybe a few new Jesters the

possibilities are endless as for me and Chuckle we are both Dancing
Acrobatic Jesters we do use a few illusions but nothing major and our

illusions mainly work on a stage or in the middle of a crowd

But then i see someone, he's a Church Mouse, a businessman even he
seems to be having a bad day so sad…

I then warp to his location and i smile at him “hello sir my name is Grin
care to tell me what’s wrong?” The Church Mouse simply stares at me
and lights a cigarette saying “what’s it to you” he says and i take a bow
and say “because i bet you four hundred credits i can make you smile” the
Church mouse laughs and says “deal” i then pull out my Tambourine
and i start to draw a crowd together soon everyone is watching and i start



to dance all the while but then i start juggling fifteen balls at once everyone
is amazed then i throw them into the air and they burst into dazzling light
the crowd then begins to cheer and clap i look to the Church Mouse and
he has a wonderful smile on his face he smiles at me and after some time he
begins to open up his name is Krez he works as a business man selling
vacuum cleaners Krez explains that he hates his job and he does it to

support his Husband and teenage son i sympathized with him Krez also
explained that his husband came from an incredibly wealthy family that

refuses to help and on top of that they’re about to be evicted i sighed it seems
the cruel hand of fate really wants to punish these poor people *nudge nudge

wink wink*

I smile and Offer Krez a free show at his house where me and my
partner will gladly entertain them to lift their spirits Krez smiled and

quickly led me to his home where i began to put on a marvelous show lots of
fun was had i ended the night by juggling lots of balls but when they

exploded the room filled with purple mist and soon my audience of three had
fallen asleep i then teleported all of them to the Gallery and into the Core
Prism when i got there with my charges i was met with several other
sleeping individuals all over the gray carpet all of them sleeping soundly



then i saw Red Ryn getting them ready for the various Nurseries Red
Ryn looked to me and signed “Ryn is working down in the lab so i’m

subbing care to lend a hand”

I happily agreed i then asked if this was Chuckle’s doing and Red
Ryn happily Signed “yes Blue Green and Yellow are busy with their
own charges i only have one rotten apple and he is napping at the Moment
and thanks for your assistance” i smiled softly and gladly got to work
getting the new Charges ready but the first thing i did was mark my own
then i saw other charges that bore Chuckles mark i let out a soft sigh it

seems more Charges will be instore for us

Ozz�’� POV

My name is Ozzy a Church Mouse currently padded up and playing
with some blocks Mama Grin and Papa Chuckle put mittens on my
hands and they are really cute they really add to the whole helpless feeling
and at first i did hate it but i have to admit i feel so incredibly snug right
now there are others all around they are all as happy as i am before i
worked in a factory where i had to crush metal with several thousands of
other Mice it was hell by chance i visited a Gallery on one of there



promotional free admission days there i saw a show led by the Mama
Grin and Papa Chuckle and it seemed all my stress melted away i then
started to roam the Halls of the Gallery and one way or the other i was

here

As i come out of my thoughts i begin to build another tower and i swiftly
knock it down and smile this is way more fun than it has any right to be i
chuckle and begin again just as i pick up a block with my mittens i feel
myself being lifted up by my armpits and then i see it’s Papa Chuckle he
gives me several kisses before taking me over to the Changing table and he
starts to undo my onesie and starts to change me i smile up at Papa his

hair is a beautiful white with green and yellow streaks in it

He’s so cool and even though he doesn’t show his face i can tell that he
has a lot of love for me and for all of us when Papa gets me fresh and

diapered up i let out a soft yawn and start to rub my eyes Papa then picks
me up and i nuzzle into Papa’s shoulder he then sits down on the couch

and he starts to sway back and forth humming a gentle song i soon fall into
a deep sleep



I wake up in a crib and i crawl over to the crib bars and look around the
entire room is a calm cloud gray it’s relaxing i really do like it here i smile
and sigh and lay back down on the mattress i place my mittened hand into
my mouth and begin to chew on it a bit i love the comfort the warmth the

carefree days it’s all so nice

I shift to my side and curl my tail between my legs this was so lovely
after a few hours the clouds move away and the warm glow of the room
returns and Papa and Mama return the two quickly set to work loving
us and giving us so much affection i think there are ten of us in total and yet
Papa and Mama make us all feel special they are without flaw could life

get any better than this

Chuckl�’� POV

All of the charges are fast asleep Grin is watching over them i have been
summoned to Ryn’s lab in all honesty i hate going down there the whole
area is like a butcher shop’s backroom it really scares me but anyway i step
through the door and i see a spotless clean lobby what the hell it didn’t look
like this when i was created then there’s the man himself Ryn he looks to



me and smiled while washing his hands with a towel he then waves to me
making a questioning gesture while beckoning me to follow him

I smile and say “things are actually going very well but what did you
call me down for” Ryn removes his beret and makes a series of happy and
excited gestures this tells me that Ryn had created something i smile and
summon my Spear to prepare for a possible fight Ryn Claps his head
and leads me deeper into another room the Next room was more akin to a
medical lab with thousands of strange machines Ryn then went through a

hall on each side were doors labeled Nightmare Containment

Then there was a room filled with large pods inside them were strange
embryos but another thing about them was that they had black limbs

attached to them moving past them we came to the Battle Room in the
center of the room were three creatures with round blue heads that sort of
resembled masks but upon closer inspection the masks were actually screens
and they had emoji faces there bodies were covered by long blue and white



bubble themed Cloaks the cloaks wear apparently one piece outfits without
arms built into them and their feet were almost cartoonishly slender

Ryn then gave me some papers detailing these creations “they are magicians
there specialty is long range attacks with barrier creation abilities there

purpose is to capture babs and to hunt down nightmares but while they are
in my Domain they will be security”

I then prepared myself for battle and soon Ryn had teleported to a safer
position and then i saw the Magicians ready themselves there screens

changed to a playful emoji face as playing cards swirled around them i then
charged at them spear held high the Magicians then jumped back and
began to shoot glittering cards at me they were fast i blocked one with my

spear and it exploded into a burst more akin to a firework

The blast pushed me back a bit when i had recovered i saw that i was
trapped inside a barrier the Magicians had smug emoji expressions on there
faces but i simply laughed i then charged an attack into my spear and

thrusted it upwards shattering the barrier i then threw some of my Juggler



balls at them the Magicians counter each of them with some of their cards i
then noticed that one of the Magicians is preparing a spell

I brace myself for the incoming attack but then i see some cards coming
towards me and i quickly dodge out of the way and when i do the third
Magician traps me inside a barrier as i start to shatter it a massive

explosion goes off inside the barrier almost taking me out entirely i get back
up and i see that Ryn is impressed he comes down from his perch and

seems very pleased

Ryn begins to make a series of satisfied and amused gestures he’s a sort of
sadistic creature if you ask me

Ryn then heals me before taking the magicians away i soon leave i go
back to my Prism and i rest before my charges wake up

Ry�’� POV

As i begin to alter the Magicians power output i take a moment to review
my research notes on Nightmare Biology when a Mortal is infected by
a Nightmare they begin to show signs of anger and depression that slowly



gets worse and worse as time goes on soon they will begin to push everyone
away even there closest loved ones and pets depending on the mental state of
the infected Mortal they might perform self harm or something much worse
by that time the Nightmare manifesting inside them will be in its larval
stage and begin feeding on their misery and depending on outside stimuli

like the loss of a job or the passing of a loved one the infected Mortal
will be pushed further into the deep end

Once the Mortal has been pushed to far they will try to end their lives
and once they do the Nightmare will reveal it’s true form and completely

devour the soul of the Mortal they Infected

It is horrible to be sure but if my theory is correct a Nightmare cannot
consume a Mortal’s soul completely from what i’ve discovered the Mortal
soul is stronger than any force on earth and some small shard of there soul
can survive and if given proper nourishment from positive stimuli then the
Shard can grow into something greater something that can overpower a

Nightmare



I have been using that exact method to create the members of my troup
while also using certain parts of a Nightmare as a catalyst for Grin &
Chuckle i used a Nightmare’s Smile that i tore in two for these

Magicians i used a Nightmare’s Mind with an infusion of Creativity
and Joy

But I do believe that they will make a marvelous addition to the
Troop. I then flip the switch and leave the room the respecking will be
taken care of and I get to gather more resources i open one of the

Nightmare Containment rooms i pull out a bone saw and…. You know
what happens next right?

End of Episode

Episode 4: ?????


